
  

The Re-Defined ‘Broadstone Rocky Creek’ 

You Spoke and We Listened 

With the introduction of the redesigned Broadstone Rocky Creek, a signature residential community comprising market-

rate residential apartments, Alliance Residential Company aims to compliment the scenic Upper Tampa Bay Trail in Citrus 

Park. Our goal is to be good neighbors, respectful of the natural resources special to Citrus Park while providing the 

community the opportunity to safely enjoy the Upper Tampa Bay Trail.  

   

The redesigned Broadstone Rocky Creek promotes safe recreation along the Upper Tampa Bay Trail. We have studied 

options to minimize impacts on trail users and developed a plan that will protect walkers, runners and cyclists along the 

trail and preserve its natural beauty for years to come.   

 

Broadstone Rocky Creek Re-Imagined:  Protecting the Scenic Upper Tampa Bay Trail 

o As a signature live/play destination, the redesigned 

Broadstone Rocky Creek will enhance and 

promote a lifestyle with increased walkability, 

outdoor recreation, and environmental awareness 

to the Citrus Park community by providing new 

residents with direct access to the trail while 

preserving its natural beauty.   

 

o  In response to community feedback, Broadstone 

Rocky Creek will not change the alignment of the 

Upper Tampa Bay Trail.  Our plan is to build a 

pedestrian bridge over the entry drive to ensure 

that vehicular traffic will not interact with those who use the trail. The pedestrian bridge will have a 10-foot 

clearance which will both protect pedestrians, runners, and cyclists while also leaving in place the beautiful tree 

canopy that lines the trail. 

 

o Alliance Residential will first build a temporary trail for pedestrians, cyclists, and runners to use as the 

permanent wooden pedestrian bridge is built. This temporary trail and the pedestrian bridge will be segregated 

from any construction on the property so trail users will not be inconvenienced and will have continued access to 

the trail at all times. 

 

o In addition to keeping the current alignment of the Upper Tampa Bay Trail, Alliance Residential has reduced the 

number of originally planned units on the property from 300 to 260 in order to limit the usage of the roadway 

and impact on the surrounding area. 

 

o The new site plan for Broadstone Rocky Creek includes 

setting back all residential buildings further away from the 

trail. The current community overlay requires buildings to be 

located 5ft off of the property line, and we will request a 

waiver to push the buildings back further from the trail 

corridor to preserve the serene and tranquil environment 

that surrounds the trail including the beautiful tree canopy.   

 

o Alliance Residential understands the importance of 

preserving the community's natural resources and 

Broadstone Rocky Creek’s site plan takes into consideration 
the wetlands surrounding the property. Knowing that 

pedestrians, runners, and cyclists from across the Tampa Bay 

Region use the Upper Tampa Bay Trail, it’s important that 
Broadstone Rocky Creek compliments and protects the 

natural beauty of the trail. 

 



  

o The community’s number one concern was vehicles crossing the trail, and as a result, Broadstone Rocky Creek’s 
plan to build a pedestrian bridge will ensure that vehicular traffic will not interfere with those who use the trail. If 

Alliance Residential chooses to not build on this property, the current owners of this property may not share the 

developer’s commitment to not cross the trail and preserve the natural environment of the Upper Tampa Bay 

Trail. 

 

o Alliance Residential’s goal is to be good neighbors in the community and build on their legacy in Citrus Park that 

was started by the nearby Broadstone Citrus Village. We want to continue to hear from the community on any 

suggestions you have to make a project that reflects the community and promotes the existing natural beauty of 

the Upper Tampa Bay Trail. 

 

We believe Broadstone Rocky Creek will be a special community in a special place. We hope you do too. 

 

To learn more, ask questions or schedule a presentation, please email Carlos Ramos at carlos@ballardpartners.com 
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